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UI Customizations
Intuitive and Powerful customization tools that help you:

URL Management
With the URL Management tool, you can customize the URL for any page.

Feel free to change / modify your portal’s subdomain, up to 5 times

Now, there is no need to wait for your IT department to make changes or other parties to fulfill your customization requests. 
It is all easily available, at your fingertips in the Control Center™

You can also empower your users with the flexibility to access the e-library anywhere, while exercising control on all 
aspects related to access. Your end users may be located on your campus or distributed geographically across multiple 
locations. Some may prefer username and password while others could access through Active Directory, LDAP or 
third-party learning management systems. 

It is all accommodated as a three-sixty-degree integrated solution!

Change your portal theme in a few clicks
Kick start with 10 built in color theme templates
Intuitively and easily transform the visual appearance of your page 
Add or remove page elements such as widgets, headers & footers etc 
Rearrange the placement of page elements or update their text, size or color
Stylize background, color themes, fonts, slider images, and other aesthetics minutely
Preview changes before publishing them online
Secure storage of all themes in database, recoverable easily from control panel



For more details please contact us at

www.deepknowledge.io  | support@deepknowledge.io

Dark Mode
DKN is offering personalized dark mode settings now!

Dark Mode is a supplemental mode that can be used to display mostly dark surfaces on the user interface. The design 
reduces the light emitted by device screens while, maintaining the minimum color contrast ratios required for readability. 
Whether you have a smart phone, laptop, tablet or any other electronic device, you can now shift your device’s theme.

Dark Mode helps to conserve energy and comes with an antiglare function. It supports better readability by reducing strain 
on the eyes, especially for people with visual impairments, migraines or other visual disorders.
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